Departmental Outcomes Assessment Report
For: Dental Assisting
Here are your 2014‐2015 assessment results. While you have only Spring 2015 department outcomes results,
thank you for jumping in and becoming involved. The results do not (and need not) show large assessment
numbers, but are indicative of the program and from this, conclusions can be drawn about curricular and
instructional improvements.
I chose to compare students over 75 credits earned (as opposed to 45) with those under 75, since this evens
the two groups. It must be noted that this is not meaningful since most all students are in their second
year. Note the average credits earned for those with over 75 credits earned, is 115. So for a one‐year
certificate, your students have a lot of college credit.
All the numbers are consistent and logical. Assessing more than one outcome (all should be assessed at
least once per year) may provide a picture of strengths and weaknesses in the program curriculum and
instruction.
Great start!

Year and Term: Spring, 2015
DA‐CERT‐1 ‐ Students will be able to collect, record, and utilize data to implement patient
treatment plan.
DA‐CERT‐1 ‐ Students will be able to collect, record, and utilize data to implement patient treatment plan.
DA‐CERT‐1.A ‐ Can student follow facility protocol and regulatory guidelines to collect, and report patient/client
information?

Course Assessed: DA153

Over 74 credits scoring 02 or higher: 8
Students over 74 credits assessed for DA‐CERT‐1.A: 9
Over 74 credits pass rate: 78%
Students under 75 credits assessed: 5
Students over 74 credits‐earned average:

Students over 74 credits assessed for DA‐CERT‐1: 9
Students under 75 credits assessed: 5

Under 75 credits pass rate: 67%

Avg GPA: 3.09
Avg GPA: 3.27

115

Over 74 credits pass rate: 78%
Under 75 credits pass rate: 67%

Students over 74 credits assessed for outcome DA‐CERT‐1: 9
Students under 75 credits assessed for outcome DA‐CERT‐1: 5

Avg GPA: 3.09
Avg GPA: 3.27

Over 74 credits pass rate: 78%
Under 75 credits pass rate: 67%

Total students over 74 credits assessed: 9

Over 74 credits overall pass rate: 78%

Total students under 75 credits assessed: 5

Under 75 credits overall pass rate: 67%
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